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Megan Turnbull waving Goodbye on the crux of
Possum Pie, 27, p7. -
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Stretching the

Neck
Chris Coghill finding its hard to roar on Lion
in the Night while holding your breath, 27, p9.

Hamish Conan trying hard to earn his
breakfast on the classic Bad Dog, Bad Dog,
No Biscuit, 28, p7.
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Guide to Farside and Boganville,
two recently developed Sportclimbing crags
along Narrowneck, Blue Mountains, NSW.
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Narrowneck - Introduction
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Overview
Perched on the escarpment above the Megalong valley, Farside and Boganville offer
superb climbing for those not adverse to a little walking (by using a mountain bike on the
fire trail, each crag can be reached in 30 min from the carpark). Both cliffs are in the
National Park and tend towards overhanging endurance style climbing on good holds.
Farside is a great destination from September - May (best avoided on cold winter days
and hot summers arvos) and features great routes from grade 24 - 31. Boganville provides
all year round climbing, with mostly gently overhanging routes from about 20 through to
31. While the cliffs are not far apart as the crow flies, it is not overly practical to visit both
in a day. A three star system provides an indication of route quality. As the descents to
both crags involves descending ropes and rungs, neither is particularly child friendly.

Access
From Cliff Drive in Katoomba, turn onto Glen Raphael drive (unsealed) and drive for
5km to the parking area at the locked gate (as for Diamond Falls). Continue along the
gently rolling fire trail by foot, reaching a steep hill after 14 min, followed by a long
slightly uphill straight. The Red Ledge turnoff is passed half way along this straight (on
the right), directly opposite a short track to a nice lookout on the left. Continue along the
main fire trail until you descend to a dip with a small campsite and old fireplace on the
right. This is reached after about 28 min and is the Farside turn-off (see pp 3 - 4 for further details). For Boganville, continue along the fire trail for about 20 min, initially uphill
before descending steeply into the big dip. The right wall of Boganville is clearly visible
from the start of this descent. After grinding back up the other side of the dip, you will
pass a large sculptured boulder on the right. Another 400m finally brings you to the
Boganville turnoff on the right, which can be identified by a tree with a chopped off
branch adjacent to a flat rock. The fire trail takes a sweeping left-hander at this point,
which indicates that you have gone too far. If you make it to the fire tower, that’s way too
far! It is 45-50 min in total to the Boganville turnoff, refer to pp 3 and 10 for the description of the final few minutes of the approach trek.
Symbols:
Rap/midway anchor Fixed rope/Belay bolt

AM PM
Sun-shade guide
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Boganville - Fever Face

4.
q Click Bait
22 «« 18m
9 bolts
The right slab beside the vegetated corner is a little more thought provoking and quite varied, with
several not so easy sections (and some not so big holds). Neil Monteith 2011
18m
8 bolts
5.
q Quaking
23 «
Up the orange wall just to the right of the corner. Has a reachy move at 2nd bolt (that is easily
avoided on the right for a pleasant 21). Another bolt at the top would be nice if you are short and
struggling at the grade. Neil Monteith 2011
7 bolts
6.
q Yellow Fever
23 «« 17m
A good climb with some challenging sequences scattered along its length to get your temperature
up. Simon Foxhill 2008
q Savage Had an Aneurysm
25 «
17 m
7 bolts
7.
A stretchy and thin crux - not one for short-arses unless you really like bearing down on very small
edges. Simon Foxhill 2008
5 bolts
8.
q Stilnox
30 «««14 m
The striking arete has some great climbing, although it may have caused Ant a few sleepless nights
over the years. Possibly only 29 if you are tall enough to do the first hard move ‘easily’. Anthony
Savage 2013
15m
6 bolts
9.
q Meat Wrap
24«
A steep start at the arete before heading right and up to finish on the jugs just above the anchor. Has
an intimidating hold that hopefully will stand the test of time. Neil Monteith 2011
10.
q Project - Simon Foxhill
15m
8 bolts
Just around the corner the last line of the crag heads up the slabby arete and through the roof onto
the headwall.

45 min
Total walk in time

Warning: As relatively new areas, where some routes have received very few ascents,
there is an increased likelihood of loose rock, inaccurate route descriptions, or out of date
information, all of which could make any of the climbs dangerous. Remember that
rockclimbing is a potentially life-threatening sport and climbers should use their own
judgement before attempting any climbs or trusting fixed equipment. This guide is provided as a reference for use by experienced climbers only. The authors of this guide take
no responsibility for any injuries arising from the use of the enclosed information.
© Copyright Steve Grkovic and Megan Turnbull 2013.
Text, layout and photos: Steve Grkovic and Megan Turnbull, unless otherwise credited.
Front Cover: Nicole Lowres on the spectacularly positioned Dark Energy, 25, Farside, p8
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Lloyd Wishart psyching up for the second crux of Grease Monkey, 26, p13.
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Boganville - Fever Face
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8.
q Wife Beater
25«
17m
5 bolts
Its fairly obvious from the ground where the crux has to be on this one. Take care not to fall off
some of the easier climbing in case you land on a ledge. Anthony Savage 2006
9.
q All The Way May
22
11m
5 bolts
Mostly easy climbing leads to a distinct crux at the anchors. Simon Foxhill 2006
30m
13 bolts
10.
q Rottweiler
24«
A fun climb that wanders around like an old school trad route to avoid the choss (bring about 6 long
draws for the middle section). Finishes at a chain in the bite mark at the top of the cliff. Please leave
the biner on the 5th bolt so you can back-clip it when cleaning. Steve Grkovic 2006
14m
6 bolts
11.
q Mr Ed
19«
A pleasant short warm-up with lots of jugs. Ed Rutherford 2006
20m
9 bolts
12.
q The Original Bogan
21«
The technical extension to Mr Ed makes for a more satisfying outing. Steve Grkovic 2007

Fever Face

AM PM

Narrowneck - Access
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Road (gravel)
Carpark
Locked Gate
Firetrail
Walking Track
P

55 min

Just along from the descent rungs is this nice buttress with some good routes that are longer than they appear from ground level. Even the two grey slabs come recommended they are much better than they look. For most of the year the sun arrives fairly early here,
although the harder routes do receive a lot of shade in the summer months.
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Fever Face
1.
q Project - Megan Turnbull
15m
8 bolts
Located 15m past the descent rungs. From the first bolt of Auto Bling Century, head up via a hard
move, then right to a second, slightly less difficult sequence.
2.
q Auto Bling Century
28 «« 18m
9 bolts
Long moves on good holds and the occasional sloper lead rightwards along the lip of the stepped
roofs and then up the buttress. May be easy for 28. Steve Grkovic 2013
20m
10 bolts
3.
q Chairman Meow
21 «
The left route on the grey wall requires some technical footwork. Shares the first and last bolt of
Click Bait as well as its anchor. Neil Monteith 2011
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Farside - Critter Crag
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Boganville - Right Wall
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Summer

Right Wall

Farside Access
From the ‘small dip’ in the fire trail reached at about 28 min, a trail leads off through the
trees. Don’t be tempted by the obvious old track directly behind the campsite - this leads
nowhere. The correct path departs from the left side of the old fireplace and initially parallels the fire trail before veering to the right. It then winds its way gently uphill through
trees to emerge in a grassy area after 6 min, at the top of which you veer sharply left to
reenter the trees. Shortly afterwards the track emerges on a ridge and descends through
trees, scrub, a grassy area with a view of the Megalong valley and then more trees and
scrub to a sharp right. A sharp left follows after another 1 min to a steeper descent though
scrub, ending at a 10m access rope. Descend with care as this is slightly overhanging at
the bottom - consider belaying if unsure. About 14 min from the fire trail turn-off and 42
min from the carpark. Turn left (facing out) for the main crag and right for Critter Crag.

Farside Overview

Winter

58 min
Generally shorter routes than the Left Wall, but the angle ensures some serious pump factors despite the big holds. Although this wall faces north and can be hot and baking during winter, in the height of summer it is shady all day. Most routes are protected from the
rain. It is advisable to use the belay bolts for the climbs that start out left along the ledge.

AM PM AM PM

Boganville Right Wall
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The first two routes are at the base of the access rope, face west and receive morning shade.
1.
q Don’t Kiss Me, Sweetie
21 «
9m
5 bolts
Starts at the bottom end of the access rope. Karen Allen 2010
2.
q Slobber Monster
22 «
13m
8 bolts
An extension that starts at ground level for a more convenient and longer outing. Merges with Don’t
Kiss Me, Sweetie at its 3rd bolt. Steve Grkovic 2011

Critter Crag

AM PM

50 min

Head right from the descent rope, crossing a small gully, then back up and left around the
base of the cliff. About 8 min to this west facing overhanging monster of a wall with
equally monstrous routes. Gets the sun earlier than the main areas, especially at the base.
If you have extra time, you can take the scenic route out by continuing past Critter Crag to gain the Red Ledge walking track.
1.
q Seething Beetles
26 «« 45m 22 bolts
A desperate start up the vague corner/arete eventually leads to a tricky finish. Pack all your quickdraws, your climbing partners quickdraws and
some lunch for this mega-route. You’ll get a lot less rope drag if you can
convince your belayer to use the belay bolt on the ledge. Has a half way
anchor for cleaning. Lloyd Wishart 2008
2.
q Enormous Pleasure
27«« 25m 12 bolts
A steep pumper starting 25m further right on the left side of an arete, then
head up and a long way right on good holds before breaching the roof at
the horizontal break. Requires back jumping. Lloyd Wishart 2008
30m
13 bolts
3.
q Kiwi Crumpet
25 «
Another 25m right you’ll encounter some hard moves up the left side of a
rounded arete. Easier technical vertical climbing and some route finding
will get you to the top. Lloyd Wishart 2008
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It’s not always that
warm at Farside, especially when you insist
on wearing inappropriate footware.
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1.
q Checkout Chimp
29 «
22m
9 bolts
Start at the left most belay bolt and struggle through a very hard start to a rest, then up the attractive
and pumpy orange and grey wall. Steve Grkovic 2007
2.
q Grease Monkey
26 «««20m
7 bolts
A tough climb that features a scary ‘surfboard-like’ hold at the start. Save some juice for the second
crux, which leads to some well-deserved easy ground above the last bolt. Steve Grkovic 2007
9 bolts
3.
q Venissieux
23 «« 23m
Start as for Barbie Boys but traverse further left to gain the flake. Could be a little intimidating if
you are struggling at the grade. Steve Grkovic 2009
4.
q Barbie Boys
25 «««20m
9 bolts
Great climbing on mostly big jugs, but with a couple of flatter holds, an undercling and a tricky finish that combine to make life more interesting. Steve Grkovic 2006
q Barefoot and Pregnant
26 «««20m
9 bolts
5.
Another great 26, with some sloper action to get you pumped, then a sting in the tail. Megan
Turnbull 2009
6.
q Automobiles as Personality and Ego Substitutes
25«« 19m
8 bolts
Aka ‘APES’ provides some good climbing, reasonably tough for the grade. Steve Grkovic 2009
16m
7 bolts
7.
q Boris the Blade
24«
Goes left from the first bolt of Wife Beater. Features a number of long moves on good holds. Simon
Foxhill 2009
Narrowneck Version 1.0 September 2013
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Farside - Main Wall Left
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7.
q Desafinado
25 «
20m 8 bolts
8
The obvious attractive corner line a third of the way along the
11
Main Wall. The first route to be climbed at Farside. Chris
7
Coghill 2006
q Rabbit With Fangs
26 ««« 26m 15 bolts
8.
Steve put the bolts in to entice Meg to the cliff. Put on your
11
crimpy tips and keep cranking. Joins into Chocolate Trouble
6
Cake at the very top. Megan Turnbull 2009
q Chocolate Trouble Cake 24 ««
28m 14 bolts
9.
10
9
Don’t get between your wife and chocolate truffle cake. Some
technical sequences interspersed by jugs and good rests.
12
Andrew Duckworth 2006
25 «
27m 14 bolts
10. q Trouble Cake Direct
A nice start serves up a hard crank to obtain a pocket just
before joining the original route. Andrew Duckworth 2010
11. q Rabbit With Fangs Super Direct (linkup)
26 ««« 26m 17 bolts
Still only 26 but even better. Up Chocolate Trouble Cake Direct for 3 bolts, then L into Chocolate
Trouble Cake for 2 bolts, clip a new bolt, then up to join Rabbit with Fangs. Megan Turnbull 2011
12. q Captain Kurko
25 ««« 22m 11 bolts
A variation on a route originally bolted by John Kurko with glue that didn’t set. Hard cranks off the
ground lead to gradually easing climbing as you gain altitude. Megan Turnbull 2010

Farside - Main Wall Left
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Boganville - Left Wall
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4.
q Boganville
21««« 28m
11 bolts
Steve laughed and laughed while Meg was bolting this one - the route looked too steep to be the
proposed 20 or 21. A technical start leads to an upper wall where the monkey bars keep on coming.
Megan Turnbull 2006
5.
q Yobbo Cow Bait
22«« 20m
10 bolts
A steep and juggy starting sequence leads to a secret left hand hold up high around the arete on the
grey slab above the 4th bolt, followed by plenty more jugs. Megan Turnbull 2009
20m
10 bolts
6.
q Fluffy Dice
22 «
A hard and awkward start, then pleasant jugging to the top. Megan Turnbull 2009
7.
q Big Shoulders and Beer Guts
23 «« 28m
13 bolts
Has a belay/cleaning bolt at the base. Stick-clip, crank the lip and head on up to the pumpy finish.
Don’t be tempted into the chossy groove up and left of the 2nd to last bolt, the route heads back
right and up to the hidden last bolt. Megan Turnbull 2006
26m
11 bolts
8.
q McBattler
24 «
Same starting holds as Big Shoulders and Beer Guts, but follow the right line of bolts to the crux
near the top. After the last bolt go left a bit, up, then back right to the anchor. Steve Grkovic 2009
9.
q Johnny the Neo Liberal Bogan
24 ««« 25m
11 bolts
Everything is cool with lots of bolts until the run-out to the anchor! Steve Grkovic 2008
12 bolts
10.
q Big Hair Day
27 «««30m
Thin and tricky start then pumpy. Keep your hair on for the dyno just below the first (cleaning)
anchor. Continue right and through a roof that provides the linkage crux. There is a belay bolt way
in the back at the base of the climb. Steve Grkovic 2007
11.
q Suburban Mayhem
30 «« 22m
10 bolts
Some great climbing up an awesome and somewhat unlikely line. Steve Grkovic 2008
8 bolts
12.
q Stop Gear
27 «««18m
Pumpier and pumpier to make a great 27 that finishes at the first anchor. Steve Grkovic 2008
13.
q Captain Slow
30 «« 22m
10 bolts
Climb Stop Gear to the jugs at the top of the obvious corner, then head up and left via a difficult
sequence into the shallow corner and on up to the anchor. Steve Grkovic 2013
Narrowneck Version 1.0 September 2013
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Boganville - Left Wall
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Farside - Main Wall Center
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Boganville Access
Locate the fire trail turn-off pictured on the right, then follow
the foot track downhill (sharp left after 1 min) - please keep
to the access track, as there are some very rare plants out
here. After 6 min an access rope and rungs get you down the
last 15m, but take care as the initial slab can be slimey in the
wet or even frozen in the middle of winter - the rope was
encased in 3cm of ice one memorable winters day! Turn left
(looking out) for Fever Face - its only 50m away. For the
main walls, turn right and after 1 min drop down a level at a
cairn where the trail meets a shaley ledge. If you end up on a
scary loose ledge, you are on the wrong level. Go back and
descend at the cairn, then follow the base of the cliff line to
pop up onto the ledge after 2 min for the right wall, or continue along another 2 min for the left wall. See p12 for an overview photo. This guide provides up to date route information,
but without the impressive list of outright lies in a previous
publication, so apologies if it is not as entertaining!

Boganville - Left Wall
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For the Boganville turn
off, keep an eye out for the
tree with a prominent sawnoff branch, 400m past the
nice boulder on the right
(west) side of the firetrail.
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1.
q Gay Witches for Abortion
24«
18m
9 bolts
Its not as easy as you might think to gain the enticing upper groove. Megan Turnbull 2009
10 bolts
2.
q The Fishmonger’s Wife
21«« 24m
Work your way up on jugs with some bridging before abandoning the security of the groove - the
rock is more solid than it appears. Megan Turnbull 2009
3.
q My Flannelette Shirt
21«« 20m
9 bolts
From the first bolt of Boganville, continue to head up and then slightly right before gaining easier
ground. Megan Turnbull 2013
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The routes get steeper and more difficult as you go from left to right. Big jugs are the
norm on the easier routes. The Left Wall faces west, but often catches more breeze and
thus can be pleasant in the sun even when the Right Wall is baking. The routes on the left
side get wet fairly quickly and after a sustained period of heavy rain, the starts of some of
the harder routes on the right can seep for several weeks.
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Farside - Main Wall Center
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13.
q Hello Rabbit Risotto (linkup)
26 «««22m
11 bolts
By stepping right at the 6th bolt of Captain Kurko, an excellent linkup that has consistent climbing
in the bottom and top halves can be had. Megan Turnbull 2010
9 bolts
14.
q Goodbye Possum Pie
27 «« 22m
If you make it to the third bolt, you have done the crux but keep some reserves for the upper wall
and awkward bulge just before the last bolt. Megan Turnbull 2010
15.
q Strong Movements
28 «
22m
10 bolts
A hard and bouldery start leads to an easier top half. Steve Grkovic 2011
16.
q Duck Amuck
30 «« 27m
11 bolts
Heads up the corner located two thirds of the way along the Main Wall. Originally equipped as a
somewhat meandering route, Steve straightened it up by adding a more sustained upper half, then
found out why Andrew had been willing to part with the relatively innocent looking start.
Equipped: Andrew Duckworth, FA: Steve Grkovic 2011
9 bolts
17.
q Bad Dog, Bad Dog, No Biscuit
28 «««22m
Starts just to the right of the Duck Amuck corner. Up the seam, through the roof and tackle the
headwall above with a tricky last move. Classic. Steve Grkovic 2009
18.
q Bambi Burger
31 «« 22m
9 bolts
An excellent route with three difficult sections that get progressively thinner and harder the higher
you get. Steve Grkovic 2010
19.
q Snout Counter
30 «« 23m
10 bolts
Start up Bambi Burger, clip the rightmost of the two fourth rings, then head right and up to a good
rest at two thirds height, which is followed by a dynamic crux. Steve Grkovic 2009
Narrowneck Version 1.0 September 2013
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Farside - Main Wall Right
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20.
q Snout Hog (linkup)
28«« 24m
9 bolts
Start up the first half of Snout Counter, then right after the sixth bolt to finish up God’s Gift to Wart
Hogs. Steve Grkovic 2010
10 bolts
21.
q Wart Counter (linkup)
30««« 25m
Consistently good climbing. Start up God’s Gift to Wart Hogs, then clip the left of the two seventh
bolts so that you can head left and up in time for the crux of Snout Counter. Steve Grkovic 2011
9 bolts
22.
q God’s Gift to Wart Hogs
29 «« 24m
Great climbing in the first two thirds leads to a runout finish that can be a little daunting. Steve
Grkovic 2007
10 bolts
23.
q Brontosnorarse
30«« 24m
Shares the same start as God’s Gift to Warthogs, then right at the third bolt and up to an unusual and
bouldery crux sequence. Steve Grkovic 2009

24.
q Usually Muesli
26«« 32m
15 bolts
Requires a big appetite, as its a fairly generous two course serving for breakfast. Starts at the big
rock pile. After the halfway rest, the route sneaks through the intimidating looking choss band to
some pumpy rightwards moves at the lip, then up and back left to the anchor. Steve Grkovic 2010
12 bolts
25.
q Bumbalong Road
28«« 25m
A not entirely successful attempt to make a more sustained and easier version of The Geeza from
Breeza. Steve Grkovic 2009
11 bolts
26.
q The Geeza from Breeza
29«« 25m
Shares the Bumbalong Road start, then heads right before finishing at the same anchor. Plenty of
good climbing with an interesting crux. Steve Grkovic 2009
27.
q Dark Energy
25««« 22m
11 bolts
The spectacular position of the arete in the second half of this steep route pushes it into the three
star category. Chris Coghill 2006

Farside - The Outskirts
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28.
q Wonky Weevil
25«
25m
11 bolts
The crux can be finding the difficult to locate hold at the end of the rightwards traverse. Some
slings and unclipping a bolt or 2 at the start of this traverse also helps a lot. Back-jumping this one
is almost as hard as climbing it! Lloyd Wishart 2010
13 bolts
29.
q Lion in the Night
27«« 28m
Equipped by Chris Coghill, but abandoned due to becoming a family man. There are more than thirteen bolts but you won’t want to, or be able to clip them all. Lee Cossy 2011
10 bolts
30.
q Snail Bait
30«« 23m
Requires long slings and an attentive belayer for the leap out the roof if you want to drop below the
arete, but above the bushes (assuming you don’t onsight it of course!). Steve Grkovic 2010

The Outskirts

50 min
Continue following the track beyond Snail Bait for a couple of minutes. The steep pillar
and amphitheatre are impressive, but unfortunately there are only a few starts. Remains
shaded a little longer than the main wall.
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The Outskirts
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Is there anyone home?
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Main
Wall
Right

1.
q Five aid bolts to nowhere
Chris says help yourself if you want to finish bolting it.
23m
12 bolts
2.
q Crot de Nez
29 «
Dyno your way past the low crux on the nose, then hang on to the top. Steeper than it looks. It is
highly recommended to rethread at the two-thirds height anchor when cleaning. Steve Grkovic 2011
15 bolts
3.
q Deflatable Daisy
28 «««33m
A super cool, impressive and intricate line with a pumpy finish. Can be done as a solid 26 to the
first set of anchors to give a three star route in it’s own right (10 bolts & 18m). Steve Grkovic 2012
4.
q Pumpkin Patrol
26 «« 35m
17 bolts
The big wall around the corner. In the absence of bees, sometimes you have to take a male flower
(thuggish and brutish start) a long way to find a female flower (tricky and devious finish). Another
line that Chris Coghill started bolting prior to family matters intervening. A 70m rope just gets you
back down to ground level. Steve Grkovic 2012
Narrowneck Version 1.0 September 2013
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